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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Cancer rates have increased since the introduction of the COVID shots and is one of the top three

leading causes of premature death among younger adults — a trend that in turn is driving down U.S.

life expectancy.

In 2019, the average life span of Americans of all ethnicities was nearly 78.8 years.  By the end of

2021, life expectancy had dropped to 76.4  — a loss of nearly three years, which is an astounding

decline. The leading causes of death in 2021 were heart disease, cancer and COVID-19, all three of

which were higher in 2021 than in 2020,  and both heart disease and cancer are potential side

effects of the COVID jabs.

COVID Boosters Are Triggering Metastatic Cancer

November 26, 2022, The Daily Sceptic published a letter  to the editor of The BMJ, written by Dr.

Angus Dalgleish, professor of oncology at St. George’s University of London, warning that COVID

boosters may be causing aggressive metastatic cancers:

“COVID no longer needs a vaccine programme given the average age of death of COVID in

the U.K. is 82 and from all other causes is 81 and falling,” Dalgleish writes.  “The link with

clots, myocarditis, heart attacks and strokes is now well accepted, as is the link with

myelitis and neuropathy ...

However, there is now another reason to halt all vaccine programmes. As a practicing

oncologist I am seeing people with stable disease rapidly progress after being forced to

have a booster, usually so they can travel. Even within my own personal contacts I am

seeing B cell-based disease after the boosters.

They describe being distinctly unwell a few days to weeks after the booster — one

developing leukemia, two work colleagues Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and an old friend who

has felt like he has had Long COVID since receiving his booster and who, after getting

severe bone pain, has been diagnosed as having multiple metastases from a rare B cell

disorder.

I am experienced enough to know that these are not the coincidental anecdotes ... The

reports of innate immune suppression after mRNA for several weeks would Rt, as all these

patients to date have melanoma or B cell based cancers, which are very susceptible to

immune control — and that is before the reports of suppressor gene suppression by mRNA

in laboratory experiments. This must be aired and debated immediately.”

New Norm: Explosive Cancer Relapses

In a December 19, 2022, article  in Conservative Woman, Dalgleish continues discussing the

phenomenon of rapidly spreading cancers in patients who were in stable remission for years before

receiving their COVID boosters. He notes that after his letter to The BMJ was published, several

oncologists have contacted him to say they’re seeing the same thing in their own practices.

“Seeing the recurrence of these cancers after all this time naturally makes me wonder if

there is a common cause?” he writes.  “I had previously noted that relapse in stable cancer

is often associated with severe long-term stress, such as bankruptcy, divorce, etc.

However, I found that none of my patients had any such extra stress during this time, but

they had all had booster vaccines and, indeed, a couple of them noted that they had a very

bad reaction to the booster which they did not have to the Rrst two injections.

I then noted that some of these patients were not having a normal pattern of relapse but

rather an explosive relapse, with metastases occurring at the same time in several sites ...

ScientiRcally, I was reading reports that the booster was leading to a big excess of

antibodies at the expense of the T-cell response and that this T-cell suppression could last

for three weeks, if not more.

To me, this could be causal as the immune system is being asked to make an excessive

response through the humoral inVammatory part of the immune response against a virus

(the alpha-delta variant) which is no longer in existence in the community.

This exertion leads to immune exhaustion, which is why these patients are reporting up to a

50% greater increase in Omicron, or other variations, than the non-vaccinated.”

A Change of Heart and Mind

Interestingly, in mid-2021, the Daily Mail published an article in which Dalgleish encouraged people

to get the COVID shot, especially younger individuals.  Dalgleish explains that, at the time, there

was an “overwhelming push by the government and the medical community ... that this would be in

everyone’s best interest.”

So, he caved to the narrative, even though he had concerns from the start. Now, however, the

environment has changed and there’s really no need for these experimental shots anymore.

His concerns further grew when his son developed myocarditis “after having a jab he did not want

but that he needed for work and travel purposes.” A friend of his son, who was in his early 30s,

suffered a stroke after his jab, and a relative of a close colleague died from a heart attack at the

age of 34 after hers.

“I began to be highly alarmed that it was the vaccines causing these symptoms,” Dalgleish

writes,  “and that just as we had written  ... a genetically engineered virus had serious

implications for vaccine design.

This paper, which was suppressed and therefore did not appear in print for many months,

reported that the sequence of the virus was completely consistent with having been

genetically engineered, with a furin cleavage site and six inserts at places that would make

the virus very infectious, and the reason this had such tremendous implications for vaccine

design was that 80% of these sequences had homology to human epitopes.

In particular, we had noticed a homology with platelet factor 4 and myelin. The former is

also certainly associated with what is known as VITT (low platelets and clotting issues)

and the latter associated with all the neurological problems, such as transverse myelitis,

both of which are now recognized as side effects of the vaccine even by the MHRA

[Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency in the UK].”

Authorities Have Willfully Ignored All Warning Signals

Dalgleish says his team’s \ndings were eventually circulated among cabinet members and various

medical committees, but everyone ignored them. As a result, many have been placed at

unnecessary risk for serious injury and/or death.

As Dalgleish points out, young hearts over-express the ACE receptor that the virus was engineered

to bind to. This binding with the ACE2 receptor is what “sets off the in_ammatory response, which

leads to myocarditis, pericarditis, stroke and deaths,” Dalgleish says.

This could explain the dramatic increase observed in deaths of young athletes who were jabbed:

They simply have more ACE2 receptors that bind to the spike proteins created by the jab. Dalgleish

continues:

“When the facts change, or new facts emerge, the position of all those in authority directing

mandates should change but unfortunately, they did not.

I tried desperately to point out that all the evidence that vaccines might have been useful in

helping to curtail the pandemic was changing; that it was becoming very clear that there

were highly signiRcant side effects to the vaccine programme that PRzer had gone to great

lengths to cover up, and that it was only a court case in the US that led to them becoming

available.

At this stage the whole vaccine programme should have been stopped but nobody seemed

to want to address this, neither the Government, the medical authorities or the media.

Having written many articles for the Daily Mail arguing against lockdown and for it never to

be used again, I was extremely keen to address my change of opinion on the vaccines and

to warn people of their dangers particularly to younger people, and to point out there were

no grounds at all for giving it to children.

Unfortunately, all my efforts and approaches to the mainstream media on this subject have

been rejected. This, I believe, is something that will come back to haunt all those who

introduced an Orwellian kind of suppression to the emerging truth, which labelled doctors

trying to save their patients along the lines of ‘Rrst do no harm’ as outcasts or villains.”

ScientiKc Proof COVID Jab Causes Cancer

Back in August 2022, The Exposé  highlighted scienti\c evidence showing the COVID jabs can

cause cancer of the ovaries, pancreas and breast, and that “a monumental cover-up is taking place

to suppress the consequences ... on women’s health.”

“ Research shows SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
obliterates 90% of the DNA repair mechanism in
lymphocytes, a type of white blood cells that help
your body fight infection and chronic disease,
including cancer.”

The research in question was that of Jiang and Mei, who published a peer-reviewed article showing

the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein obliterated the DNA repair mechanism in lymphocytes, a type of

white blood cells that play an important role in your immune system. Lymphocytes help your body

\ght infection and chronic disease, including cancer. Professional data analyst Joel Smalley

writes:

“The viral spike protein was so toxic to this pathway that it knocked 90% of it out. If the

whole spike protein got into the nucleus (in the ovaries), and enough of it was produced

and hung around long enough before the body was able to get rid of it all, it would cause

cancer. Fortunately, in the case of natural infection, this is unlikely to occur.

Unfortunately, the experimental mRNA toxshot induces spike protein to be produced (the

full-length spike exactly matching — amino acid for amino acid — the full length of the viral

spike protein ) in and around the cell nucleus and is produced for at least 60 days and

almost certainly longer.

‘Fact checkers’ said the viral spike protein doesn’t get in the nucleus despite the expert

scientists showing that it absolutely does. Public health authorities and regulators said the

vaccinal spike protein doesn’t get in the nucleus despite the mRNA manufacturers

submitting pictures of it doing so to them as part of their emergency use application ...

spike protein within the nucleus

Jiang and Mei, quite logically and reasonably, cautioned that the mRNA spike protein would

likely have the same effect as the viral spike protein on p53 and therefore cause cancer ...

[The] Jiang and Mei paper was retracted due to spurious ‘expressions of concern’ (EOC)

about the methods of the study despite them being standard practice ...

Well, despite the retraction, the spike protein circulating in large quantities, in the direct

vicinity of the cell nucleus, for elongated periods of time, still has the potential to induce

cancer in those cells (ovary, pancreas, breast, prostate, lymph nodes). These cancers can

take years to develop and so it’s possible that we don’t see much of a safety signal for 5 or

10 years.”

As noted by Smalley, one of the authors of the EOC that led to the retraction of the paper was Eric

Freed, Ph.D., who heads up the U.S. National Institutes of Health’s Center for Cancer Research.

He’s been a tenured investigator with the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID) and NIH since 2002,  the very agencies that funded Moderna’s mRNA jab, yet this con_ict

of interest was not disclosed in the EOC.

A Not so Rare Cancer Case

At the end of September 2022, The Atlantic  featured the story of Belgian immunologist Michel

Goldman, 67, who in the spring of 2021 got his \rst and second COVID shot. In the fall that year, he

was diagnosed with lymphoma, cancer of the immune system.

Mere weeks after his body scan and diagnosis, he got his \rst booster, thinking he needed it since

he’d soon become immunocompromised by the chemotherapy. But the booster caused a rapid

decline in his health.

Another body scan at the end of September 2021, just three weeks after his \rst scan, revealed “a

brand-new barrage of cancer lesions — so many spots that it looked like someone had set off

\reworks inside Michel’s body,” Roxanne Khamsi writes:

“More than that, the lesions were now prominent on both sides of the body, with new

clusters blooming in Michel’s right armpit, and along the right side of his neck.

When Michel’s hematologist saw the scan, she told him to report directly to the nearest

hospital pharmacy. He’d have to start on steroid pills right away, she told him. Such a swift

progression for lymphoma in just three weeks was highly unusual, and he could not risk

waiting a single day longer.

As he followed these instructions, Michel felt a gnawing worry that his COVID booster shot

had somehow made him sicker. His brother [Serge, head of nuclear medicine at the

hospital of the Université Libre de Bruxelles] was harboring a similar concern.

The asymmetrical cluster of cancerous nodes around Michel’s left armpit on the initial scan

had already seemed ‘a bit disturbing,’ as his brother said; especially given that Michel’s Rrst

two doses of vaccine had been delivered on that side. Now he’d had a booster shot in the

other arm, and the cancer’s asymmetry was Vipped.

The brothers knew this might be just an eerie coincidence. But they couldn’t shake the

feeling that Michel had experienced what would be a very rare yet life-threatening side

effect of COVID vaccination.”

T Cells Gone Berserk

Goldman, who was an early champion of the mRNA COVID shots, now “suspected that he was their

unlucky victim,” Khamsi writes.  He decided to go public about his cancer despite fears “anti-

vaxxers” would use it to argue against the COVID jab. His concern for people who had the same

type of cancer he had won out.

There are approximately 30 different subtypes of lymphoma. The kind Goldman had —

angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma — attacks follicular helper T cells, which play a crucial role in

your body’s immune response to invading pathogens.

Helper T cells serve as a messenger between dendritic cells, which identify the pathogen, and B

cells that make the appropriate antibodies. The mRNA COVID shots “are especially effective at

generating that message, and spurring its passage through the helper T cells,” Khamsi writes.

This activation of helper T cells is part of what makes the COVID jabs work. But Goldman began to

suspect that revving up those helper T cells might in some cases cause them to go berserk,

resulting in tumors, or worsening of already existing ones.

Other Case Reports

Goldman was lucky. He lived to talk about it. Many others have not been so fortunate. And while he

still believes he’s an “ultra-rare” case, he’s since received reports from other patients who suddenly

developed angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma after their shots. As reported by Khamsi:

“Around the time of his February follow-up, Michel received a message from a doctor who

had read his self-referential case report. The doctor’s mother had been diagnosed with the

same subtype of lymphoma that Michel has following a COVID booster shot. More recently,

he got an email from a woman whose sister had been vaccinated and received that

diagnosis the following month.”

In August 2022, Frontiers in Medicine published a case report  describing “rapid progression of

marginal zone B-cell lymphoma” following the COVID jab. The 80-year-old Japanese woman

featured in the report developed a noticeable tumor the very next day after her \rst shot. According

to the authors:

“Initially, we suspected head-and-neck benign lymphadenopathy as a side effect of

vaccination. Nine weeks later, the number of swollen submandibular and parotid glands

increased, and the lymph nodes further enlarged.

Finally, the right temporal mass was diagnosed as marginal zone B-cell lymphoma based

on immunohistochemical and Vow cytometry Rndings of biopsy specimens.

Our Rndings suggest that although 4-6 weeks of observation for lymph node inVammation

after the second vaccination is recommended, malignancy should also be considered in the

differential diagnosis of lymphadenopathy following vaccination.”

COVID Jab Is Far Less Effective in Lymphoma Patients

In May 2022, a single-center study  at Emory University discovered that the humoral immune

response in patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) or chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)

was signi\cantly reduced after getting a COVID jab, compared to people who did not have either of

those diagnoses.

Patients with NHL or CLL also didn’t have nearly the same antibody response to the shot. Only 68%

of them developed neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 after the second dose, compared to

100% of healthy controls. NHL/CLL patients who had undergone anti–CD20-directed therapies

within one year of the \rst dose had the lowest antibody levels.

Turbo-Charged Cancers Are Becoming More Prevalent

Data from the Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED)  — historically one of the most

well-kept and most heavily-relied upon medical databases in the world — showed that, compared to

the previous \ve-year averages, cancer among Department of Defense (DOD) personnel in 2021

skyrocketed.

Overall, cancers tripled among servicemen and their family members after the rollout of the COVID

shots. Breast cancer went up 487%. Exploding cancer rates are also seen elsewhere. One of the

\rst to warn that the shots might cause cancer was Dr. Ryan Cole, a pathologist who runs his own

pathology lab.

He suspects the shots accelerate already existing cancers by way of immune dysregulation.  He

noticed that cancers that were previously well-controlled would suddenly grow out of control and

rapidly lead to death once they got the COVID jab.

Swedish pathologist, researcher and senior physician at Lund’s University, Dr. Ute Kruger, has also

observed an explosion in rapidly advancing cancers in the wake of the COVID shots. For example,

she’s noticed:

Cancer patients are getting younger — The largest increase is among 30- to 50-year-olds

Tumor sizes are dramatically larger — Historically, 3-centimeter tumors were commonly found

at the time of cancer diagnosis. Now, the tumors they’re \nding are regularly 4 to 12

centimeters, which suggests they’re growing at a much faster rate than normal

Multiple tumors in multiple organs are becoming more common

Recurrence and metastasis are increasing — Kruger points out that many of the cancer

patients she’s seeing have been in remission for years, only to suddenly be beset with

uncontrollable cancer growth and metastasis shortly after their COVID jab

These “turbo-cancers,” as Kruger calls them, cannot be explained by delayed cancer screenings due

to lockdowns and other COVID restrictions, as those days are long gone. Patients, despite having

access to medical screenings as in years past, are showing up with grossly exacerbated tumor

growths, and she believes this is because the cancers are being “turbo-charged” by the mRNA jabs.

Disturbingly, as detailed in “How Cancer Deaths From the COVID Jabs Are Being Hidden,” analysis

of U.S. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) data suggests the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention has been \ltering out and redesignating cancer deaths as COVID deaths

since April 2021 to eliminate the cancer signal. The signal is being hidden by swapping the

underlying cause of death with main cause of death.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The excellent reports by Dr. Mercola are showing that we are facing a planned genocide, a depopulation promoted by the globalist elite to

impose the 2030 agenda under the medical supervision of the WHO. Also the prominent doctor Dr. Shankara Chetty who is credited with

advancing the development of early treatments for COVID-19 has stated that, in his opinion, the purpose of the pandemic and vaccination

campaigns is to “control and kill a large proportion of our population without anyone suspecting that they were poisoned." According to

his website, he has "treated 7,000 Covid-19 patients without a single hospitalization or death," combining insights from his medical

knowledge along with his observations of government dictates and media censorship.

to support his conclusions. “If I were to give you my opinion on what is happening on a global scale,” he said, “[the] spike protein is one of

the most man-made toxins or poisons man has ever created. And the goal of this toxin is to kill billions without anyone noticing. So, it's a

poison with an agenda." www.lifesitenews.com/.../jab-will-poison  Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media pointed out that

injections of experimental mRNA COVID-19 genes, which millions of people either received voluntarily or were forced to receive under

threat of being \red from their jobs, are aimed at killing people.

“That is certainly part of the problem we face today. There is no going back on the fact that countless people have injected themselves

with poison a 163 percent increase in deaths year over year,” Sigurdson said. Sigurdson also pointed to a Daily Expose article, which cited

US government data showing that people vaccinated against COVID-19 are a staggering 143,233 percent more likely to be diagnosed

with cancer compared to people vaccinated against the _u.
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An article by Dr. Joel Hirschhorn noted that the CDC “had to change the de\nition of a vaccine so that COVID mRNA materials or

generic therapies could be legally de\ned as vaccines.” “This must be emphasized: if these 'fake' vaccines were legally classi\ed

as medicines, then they would not be protected from liability actions. Vaccine manufacturers would not be fully protected. So

signi\cant considering the large number of adverse health impacts and deaths that are de\nitely causally related to 'fake'

vaccines." Hirschhorn also commented that the relentless promotion of these cancer-causing mRNA vaccines "demonstrates the

historic corruption of the entire public health and medical establishment."

www.brighteon.com/d601ff56-36a0-4d12-be32-b45afd60134b  (2022)----

www.allnewspipeline.com/Cancer_Rates_Exploding_As_CDC_Covers_Up_The_De..  (2022)-  As scientists and mainstream media

sounded the alarm this week about a new variant of COVID-19, Allysia Finley in a Wall Street Journal op-ed suggested that

COVID-19 vaccines could be driving new variants evolving the virus in ways that “evade immunity”.

Finley also pointed to research showing that people who received COVID-19 boosters are more susceptible to infection than

people who received the primary series but were not boosted. The new mutation in XBB.1.5 \rst detected in New York and

Connecticut also allows the virus to bind more tightly to human cells through the ACE2 receptor, making it more transmissible.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wall-street-journal-covid-new-vari..  (01/04/2022)
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Gui, * " the immune system is being asked to make an excessive response through the humoral in_ammatory part of the immune

response against a virus (the alpha-delta variant) which is no longer in existence in the community." * The fact old burnt-out strains

are still included in current Jab/s is what???? Is it WEF/Gates depopulation impulses need that speci\c genetic information

pushed out and into the general world population as some kind of foundation for "New and Improved Jab's" to connect with to

engage or trigger other negatives. Using an argument, the old Jab/s were safe and effective so they can just piggyback new

ingredients on them as to argue nothing to see here?

Regardless does the No Liability status means any old thing can be stuffed into a Vaccine because it is Safe & Effective way to

PTL, Pass The Loot? If depopulation was not the goal as evidence mounts, it's most likely going to be the end result. Now add in

the depopulation bomb from decades of one child policy's, decades of reduced family size throughout the world, and now growing

numbers of young dying, dropping dead and skewing the longevity stats. It is the oldest of the population who may still have what

would be left of a herd immunity developed by exposures to multiple diseases before the gravy train of we got a Jab for that being

added to the we got a pill for that template.

How many more 'Rare Event's/Dis-eases have to emerge and grow in numbers before the Big Pharma Farce is \nally addressed the

way it should be? There should be no- No Liability for murder, de\nitely not for premeditated murder. When known how destructive

this tech used is for all of a decade if not more, dig up and autopsy the dead ferrets. To say nothing about manipulating what are

supposed to be safety standards, what else can we call it? This all goes way beyond Willful Ignorance.
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COVID Boosters Trigger Metastasis
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Cancer rates have increased since the introduction of the COVID shots and is now

one of the top three leading causes of premature death among younger adults — a

trend that in turn is driving down U.S. life expectancy

*

The leading causes of death in 2021 were heart disease and cancer, both of which

are potential side effects of the COVID jabs

*

Dr. Angus Dalgleish, professor of oncology at St. George’s University of London,

warns that COVID boosters may be causing aggressive metastatic cancers

*

Research shows SARS-CoV-2 spike protein obliterates 90% of the DNA repair mechanism in lymphocytes, a type of white blood cell that

helps your body \ght infection and chronic disease, including cancer

*

The COVID jab is less effective in lymphoma patients. Emory University researchers found only 68% of non-Hodgkin lymphoma and chronic

lymphocytic leukemia developed neutralizing antibodies after the second dose, compared to 100% of healthy controls

*
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JUST, you have de\ned it very well the "Big Pharma Farce". The mRNA vaccine industry is the worst thing that anyone could have

imagined. As these injections with such evil new technology are incorrectly tested and rushed to market, consumers they

unknowingly become guinea pigs for Big Pharma.When it comes to vaccines, vaccine manufacturers and the CDC have a history of

bending reality to suit their needs. All the Covid vaccine carnage has been covered up with a government paying nothing for all of

2021 for all the damage and deaths caused by the spike protein injections. No payments were made for blood clots, myocarditis,

heart attacks or strokes caused by Fauci _u vaccines in 2021.

The Vaccine Industrial Complex (VIC) is a trifecta organization of the CDC, FDA, and Congress. Everyone is in bed with Big Pharma

to protect the vaccine industry, while all the major players pocket millions of dollars for their commitment. To prepare for the

onslaught of claims they knew would come from clot victims across the country, the Covid fund put in place signi\cant

disclaimers. Biological weapons, pharmaceutical corporations P\zer and Moderna aim to put on a good image, have announced

plans to run their own internal tests to assess the long-term health effects of their respective covid jabs.

We know that at least P\zer has already admitted that it falsi\ed the short-term studies it allegedly conducted, but it never did, for

government regulators, we expect very little from these new long-term self-investigations. long-term safety of mRNA injections

Still, P\zer and Moderna want the world to think they're serious about vaccine safety, so they're moving forward with some kind of

testing protocol that will likely declare the shots "safe and effective."

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/p\zer-and-moderna-investigate-their-own-va..  (11/15/2022)
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Thank you Gui, now the other farce, this may seemingly be off topic. However, while top down WEF/Global monopoly corporate

takeovers running Big Pharma & other players promote WEF directed agenda, they have had foundational protection possibly being

challenged at the Federal Level. Two voices outside either of the owned oxcial "two party -duopoly; Justin Amash applauds revolt;

www.youtube.com/watch  & Greenwald and Dore on force the vote; www.youtube.com/watch  As Amash points out in the \rst clip,

if multiple "parties - interest" were allowed full down and dirty debate, perhaps as rough edges are worn off, the varying factions

can realize where common interests lay and then pursue avenues in the interest of all, instead of a narrow Predator Para$itic few.
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Hi, Gui. We really need to change the "covid patient" rhetoric to the truth...People suffering with colds and _u. This cold virus was

designed to react to the nanobot shot. On it's own, it is nothing! Even this article mentions how illnesses were being labelled as

"covid" - along with deaths. There was/is also big money involved in recording illnesses - and deaths as covid! Covid is a Global

Con; the magnitude of which has never been seen in all of history. It is The Great Reset!
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Some good points Randy, and we also need to consider anything from pimples to who knows what has been labeled under the

heading, Covid Death no matter what it was. Yet Death From All Causes Still went Through the Roof!
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Yes, Randy and Just, humanity is falling prey to deadly bioweapons. People get sick, die or their genes and those of their

descendants are marked. The false representation of nanoparticle bioweapons as "safe and effective vaccines" are crimes against

humanity and war crimes. Transhumanism is printed in Biden's order. The Execute Order states, “For biotechnology and

biomanufacturing to help us achieve our societal goals We need to develop genetic engineering technologies and techniques to be

able to write circuitry for cells and predictably program biology the same way in which we write a software and program

computers.” www.whitehouse.gov/brie\ng-room/presidential-actions/2022/09/12/execu..  .--- Humanity is taking steps towards

the Great Reset.

For now, we have this perspective WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN IN 2023? . The article is worth reading. A substantial part:

Digitalisation, compulsory vaccination and a global social credit programme are part of the plan to control everything we do.

The enemy will keep the fear levels as high as they can with starvation, economic collapse, wars and endless threats of new

diseases. And, of course, vaccine injury deaths are classi\ed as sudden adult death syndrome’. They’ll never blame the vaccines

for anything. They’ll link the vaccines to the digitalisation and you won’t be able to do anything if you haven’t had all their

compulsory jabs. I warned about that years ago as you will remember.
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The conspirators, helped by discredited organisations such as YouTube and the BBC, created global warming as an excuse to stop

us travelling. And the plans are progressing well. The Government in the UK was recently advised by climate change cultists in

Oxford, and the inevitable Imperial College that by 2030 all airports in the UK must close except Heathrow, Glasgow and Belfast.

And by 2050, the three remaining must go. Until then access to airports must be by rail only. In Oxford which now seems to me to

be the world centre for insanity born of tyranny citizens are to be locked into community prisons for most of the year.

Check it all out if you don’t believe me. Presumably, only the conspirators, politicians and the climate change cultists will be

allowed to travel. expose-news.com/.../whats-going-to-happen-in-2023  (01/03/2022) Can it be added: Biden To Order US Dollar

Replaced with Trackable “Spyware” Version? Former Advisor to Pentagon and CIA: "Your life savings and freedoms are at

immediate risk. Do THIS today..." pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/p/awn_bidenbuckstac_1022/LAWNZ107/?h=true
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Attributing this to an insidious plan probably gives the villains too much credit. Seems more likely this was a serendipitous

genocide, leveraged by political and industrial opportunists. Lots of crimes, but the mass hysteria that led to global vaxing was

unforeseeable. But if charging them with premeditation enhances the punishment, I'm all for it.
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What is evident, PeaceIsExpensive, is that the fourth industrial revolution is part of the Great Reset and in such structures and

collusions is always present the lust for power that creates monsters disguised as angels when people live in an environment

where ethical and moral principles they are marginalized. “Power tends to corrupt, absolute power corrupts absolutely. Power

when exercised without authority or even more so when it exceeds the tendency or certainty of domain without authority. If we

combine these forms of abuse, social, spiritual, emotional, \nancial, etc,. and we make a list of the possible damages, we will

notice that many of the ills and human sufferings are due to abuse of power.

When power stops using the means to propagate the survival of its society, it becomes a domination of some over others and it

denies vital rights, it has thus become the bane of power, power has become corrupted. Politicians who have power have two

aspects to attend to: gaining more power and above all not losing it. This is how the lobbies decide, especially the pharmaceutical

and the military, when the ethical and moral duty is absent. The globalist elite, the cabal of government oxcials, agencies,

careerists, politicians, intelligence personnel and the media. they have completely corrupted all governmental institutions.
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Mercolians.. Do you ever feel like a fruit _y in California? It seems like every time I turn around, there is another plan to wipe out

any free-thinking person. We are being attacked on all fronts. This is long, but good: www.youtube.com/watch  This will be the end

of us. And I am supposed to feel good about this because, for once, the G7 is in agreement?! I am supposed to go out and buy a

cell phone for the convenience of the elites so they can track me? One problem that is harmful is that, the closer in proximity a

supermarket is to WA DC, the greater the likelihood is that it will be well-stocked. You only empower predators when you keep

feeding them and they breed more of their kind. We have all heard about the cardiac issues from the jab. More and more reports

are now coming in about aggressive cancers and rapid tumor formation--very disturbing. So many different kinds of health

problems have been related to the jab and the risk increases with each additional jab.
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Almond, this narrative ties in with the perspective you describe. THE NEW CONSTITUTION - LIVING WAR CRIMES. Documentary

produced by JP and Julie Collins. “We now know that the US Department Of Defense along with the World Health Organization,

while partnering with other governments, bio-tech and pharmaceutical corporations are responsible for the deaths of so many

people from the shots marketed as vaccines. We also know that the DOD is behind the omni-channel campaign that was so well

organized, so consistent and maintained such continuity in the messaging, training and execution of the covid narrative and

distribution of the shots. Our latest video essay The New Constitution: Living War Crimes, goes into detail about who’s behind the

genocide and how over the years, the legal underpinnings of Congressional legislation has created an end-run around the US

Constitution...................” bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/the-new-constitution-living-war-crimes?ut..  (01/05/2022)
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Let me see here now...A lab virus brewed to max out gain of function from bio-war criteria. A special secret sauce vaxx program hatched

in synchronicity by the same purveyors of virus leaks. A 1986 no liability law set in bedrock hard stone to green light any and all

concoctions for pandemic. The two saddest words ever written by US law makers in history, UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE! Say no more! We

were indeed maximum warned in 1986. Few cared to listen. It's there in black and white.
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Yes, wallguy, no vaccine manufacturer will be liable... for damages arising out of a vaccine-related injury or death. President

Ronald Reagan, signing the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986, absolving pharmaceutical companies of all medicolegal

liability when children die or are disabled from vaccine injuries. To review the most recent key legislation, I am going to restate or

repeat the analysis that Katherine Watt has extensively researched and published on her Substack, which is called Bailiwick News.

1) Emergency Use Authorization Act, which was put in place in 1997, during the Clinton administration and this legislation removes

the FDA's "safety and excacy" regulations.

2) The PREP Act and was amended shortly before this global pandemic and "Public Health Emergency" when it was announced in

the US and speci\cally, it completely exempts anyone participating in this program, in this bioterrorism program from any liability

for lawsuits, for injuries. and therefore caused by these actions. The most important part of the emergency use authorization

countermeasures law is 21 USC 360 bbb-3(k), under which the use of US-covered medical countermeasures (MCM) products, once

designated as such by the Secretary of Health and Human Services "shall not be considered to constitute clinical research." In

other words, these US-covered vaccines are NOT pharmaceuticals.
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Dr Jane Ruby says, "I think we \nally know how all these horrible things are happening with no oversight and no government

agency oxcial stopping the killing and destruction of these bioweapons shots." Dr Jane says: “And what she found is, in my

opinion, impressive. She said, and I quote: 'Many things that were once federal and state crimes and civil rights violations have

been made legal by Congress, through statutory legislative revisions to the United States Code, were signed off by various

presidents of the United States and implemented at the administrative, regulatory level by the Department of Health and Human

Services. This was all done through the Code of Federal Regulations.'

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/legal-framework-for-tyranny-with-katherine-wa..  (2022).-------------

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/us-laws-all-secretly-changed-to-enable-mass-g..  (2022)
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Gui's right: inch-by-inch, step-by-step, US laws were strategically corrupted by each sitting president, maybe starting with Bush Jr.

after 9/11 and the subsequent Anthrax campaign (small amount went missing from Ft. Dietrich). Legal dis-entanglements

developed and steadily increased toward medical tyranny we now witness/(ed). No one is liable, no one gives a damn because

each of 3 or 4 pieces of major legislation eroded key bits of taxpayer sovereignty, as it absolved all corporate/hospital/US agency

liabilities...AT the same time, several \nancial rewinds occurred earlier during Clinton's 8 years of presidency, eventually leading to

the dot com and housing bubbles bursting.

After the housing bubble, during the 2009 and 2010 recession, Big Pharma moved in to purchase low-priced, sleepy vaccn

manufacturing, as existing drugs were too expensive to develop and expand. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Later, the US Supreme

Court had that infamous Citizen's United ruling in 2011, making it legal for corporations to basically buy their desired politician's

seats with as much \nancial support as warranted. (*as evidenced by shenanigans to Democrats in 2020 and 2022 mid-terms by

Sam of FTX's recent crypto melt-down).

Combined effect is US taxpayers have little to no effective representation and no one is liable for the Medical Tyranny thrust upon

us. Govt operating systems have been corrupted and now broken. Worse, no white knight can come in and rescue this mess as we

need an entirely different form of governance, one that works. What a refreshing concept! (If you don't know the history, its bound

to repeat...and if pays to follow the money, its controlling the behavior of Pharma, a favorite investment vehicle used by members

of Congress and other elites (ruling class).
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We were warned but they offered everything free, easy, no effort on our part and we fell for it hook, line and sinker. Just as today

government payouts exceed paychecks so we have so many living on the streets. They do not have to work for this money.
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...and to think that this MASS MURDER is only getting started! The TRUTH is everywhere and there is absolutely no excuse for not seeing

it! Nobody is dying from "covid"! The global fraud continues.
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And just to pour a little salt on the wound, Randy, think about this. Anthony Fauci now collects nearly $30,000 per month for sitting

on his butt and reminiscing about all of the great contributions he’s made to global health over the years.
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Randy, you are a great \ghter against the masks, you are not the only one: GERMAN DOCTOR SENTENCED TO NEARLY THREE

YEARS IN PRISON FOR PROVIDING MASK EXEMPTIONS TO THOUSANDS The doctor, who the German press SWR has chosen to

keep her name anonymous, has been sentenced to two years and nine months in prison, together with a 28,000 euro ($29,585)

\ne. The doctor accepted the immovable sentence, along with a three-year ban from practicing medicine. The defendant's lawyer

described the accusations and proceedings as a "terrorist trial," drawing inferences to the Nazi government and a "totalitarian

Corona regime." The courts did not share the assertion of the defense attorney and only wanted to acknowledge that these

certi\cates were forged. winepressnews.com/2023/01/04/german-doctor-sentenced-to-nearly-three-y..  (01/04/2022 )
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Dude; I hope it's not too much of a strain for the evil scumsucker - having to scrape by on only thirty grand a month! --- Thanks, Gui.

That is the epitome of disgusting and lawlessness! Everything (and I mean everything) in this society is changing. On top of all the

other plans the WEF, WHO and UN have for humanity; apparently, they're doing their very best to have Paedophilia

legalized/normalized! The way in which the masses have been indoctrinated and brainwashed the past few years, I'd say they're

well on their way! ---  wakeupsheeple.net/world-economic-forum-declares-pedophiles-will-save-h..
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Fauci is also more than likely collecting undisclosed royalties, etc. from the fruits of his labor.
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Har; he probably has millions, from billy boy alone, stashed away!
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It should be clear to everyone that this is no accident. To blatantly ignore the words from doctors like Dr. Angus Dalgleish, and not do an

investigation is reckless endangerment at the least and genocide at the worst! It's like tying your child seat to the roof rack of your SUV

with bungee cords, putting your 2-year-old in it, and driving 100+ mph down the interstate! You would be ARRESTED and thrown in jail.

Then you would lose your child to the state! Compare that to the lack of treatment for Covid-19 in 2020. If you were sick and tested

positive for Covid-19 you were told to go home for 2 weeks, quarantine, and don't come to the ER until your lips turn blue!

Why not prescribe HCQ, ZINC, Z-Pak, and an antiviral knowing Zinc kills viruses and HCQ forces Zinc into the cells like S. Korea did? Most

Koreans (98+ percent) made full recovery within 72 ours. The Z-Pak was just a 5-day course of antibiotics to help stave off a LIKELY

bacterial infection in the lungs. At no other time in history has any medical system done what the USA's did in 2020!! For decades people

have gone to the ER with an unknown respiratory infection and were given meds and treatment. If for no other reason than to suppress

the immune response (cytokine storm), HCQ could have saved lives by preventing people from drowning in their own bodily _uids.

Simultaneously, the FOOD PYRAMID was being updated to show that Kellogg's Shredded Mini Wheats is 3 times healthier than cheese or

beef. Watermelon is the healthiest food you can eat. Watermelon is very good, but calling it #1 is a stretch! Here's a link to Dr. Mercola's

2021 report on this: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/great-reset-food-compass-cola/  This is so absurd you have to stop saying that

this is by accident or they don't know any better. I've been told this my entire life! It's time to stop accepting that answer and put an end to

the stupidity.
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Yes Jam, the Food Pyramid is the biggest running joke of the century. I harp on this at least once a month! Only an idiot would

follow the dietary advise of the US government. We are by far the unhealthiest country of all developed countries and most 3rd

world countries. It all began in the 70's/80's with the war on dietary fat. When you dig into it you \nd that companies like Diamond

Sugar and Kelloggs where sponsoring most of the research to demonize fat. Looking back, this would have been very easy to

accomplish. Most people had their own stash of fat drippings and the manufacturers of lard and tallow were very

small/local/privately owned. Once again, evidence that our elected oxcials worry more about protecting the assets of big

corporations than the people they serve. It's also becoming more obvious that the US is the one pushing the narrative for the WEF

and the great reset.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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Ah the old Food Pyramid, cheap way to feed the masses, the alarm was sounded and experts said at the time this is going to be a

disaster, obeisity, diabetes type 2 etc...etc.. all told in this book I read nearly ten years ago than put in a charity

collection...."....Death by Food Pyramid: How Shoddy Science, Sketchy Politics and Shady Special Interests Have Ruined Our Health

Hardcover  Illustrated, 1 Jan. 2014 by Denise Minger..." just looked it up on amazon so it is still in print.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OH! Wow! Thanks Eevee! I'll have to look that up and buy one! Can't have enough "I Told You So" books from the past that warned

everyone about the disasters our medical system has planned for us.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"evee", "jim", et al, Here is the way the so-called food pyramid should be written, thanks to the Weston A. Price Foundation (WAPF),

and their \rst seven of ten nutritional guidelines: #1:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=84d2b195..  ~~~ #2:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=c5a49b73..  ~~~ #3:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=e3eb9f95..  ~~~ #4:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=8bbf9f84..  ~~~ #5:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=45820e2c..  ~~~ #6:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=f51c70c3..  ~~~ #7:

us14.campaign-archive.com/?u=279a95efd611e08240bf6966c&id=7f7e4990..
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM
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The daughter of the owner of the hotel in which I work had cancer...This cancer was under control for years. ..When she got the third shot

, she died in no time at all of such cancer... In his family no one accepts that this cancer spreaded wildly because of the jab. There is no

blinder person than the one that do not want to see. I blame doctor fascist for many of these deaths.
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM
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Can you imagine how the family would feel if they opened their eyes and looked at how their collective opinion led to that person's

death. It would be overwhelming and the safe way it to pretend that all of this is unrelated to the gene shot therapy.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Or like my ex friend, once having seen and heard the truth, refuses to admit it because that would be to admit she was led down

the garden path, deceived. Vanity is the downfall of many!
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

whether this is purposeful, or "they" are covering it up; people need to be arrested and put in jail. God help them - they have lost their

souls.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Bret Weinstein has an opinion worth considering about that. Don't expect Fauci ever to be indicted. He has too many friends in high

places, like Pres. Biden. Fauci's likely successor, Peter Hotez, is a junk-food eating vaccine-enthusiast doctor, not woth his MD

status. He also has powerful allies. Look up Joe Rogan's interview of Hotez.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you were naive enough to be snakebit by Fauci/P\zer...follow all the current recommendations for vitamins/minerals/NAC....Try

proteolytic enzymes to dissolve clots, Mega C&D and H2/O2 to oppose cancers, cannabinoids/Phoenix tears...Just bumped into another

Rick Simpson's/Phoenix Tears success story with extreme liver failure and skin cancers.....Had the medical community not opted for the

Germ Theory and obscene pharma/vaxxxine pro\ts, the hated Terrain Theory would have changed the face of healing. Almost every

aspect of conventional thought is upsidedown and backwards from nutrition to vaxxxing to dangerous inappropriate treatments and

procedures...but sorry Charlie, that information is censored and forbidden to you the suffering public.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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I would still stick to high doses of lecithin in the body to thin the blood. If it works for chocolate, it will work for blood.
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First you get bit by the Fauci FLU and then you get the Fauci Flu antidote!
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"xmen", "I would still stick to high doses of lecithin in the body to thin the blood." As a nutritional supplement, lecithin can come

from "toxic" soy that has been further exacerbated by chemical agriculture. Or one can purchase (organic) lecithin from sun_ower

seeds. www.thehealthyhomeeconomist.com/lecithin
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Lecithin is also available from egg yolk, although harder to \nd.
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Just common sense should have told people it was all wrong. Drs were amazed my grandfather lived as long as he did when

mother told them what he ate. He loved the fat skin from bacon, would cut it into squares and eat a whole plate of it. Of course, he

also ate wild greens, worked hard, grew own garden, hog, cow for milk. No processed cereals full of sugar, chemicals, just eggs,

bacon, biscuits, homemade butter, jelly for breakfast. He and grandma lived into their 90's. You do what you have learned through

experience works, not what someone tells you works.
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The vaccine boosters act like bio weapons. This is very clear now. They do much more damage to the body than the Covid virus. But there

is a cover-up by politicians, government agencies, most of the medical society and media, etc about this. So they can force the

cancer/clotting/shingles causing bio weapon vaccine on children also, who don't need it, as they are hardly affected by the Covid virus.

How criminal to stay silence about it. If you are victim of the vaccine, sue your government for \nancial compensation. Also sue P\zer,

the prove of fraud is in this article: straightlinelogic.com/2023/01/03/did-p\zer-perform-safety-testing-for..  Maybe that will stop them

pushing the jabs.

* Thanks dr. Mercola for the video with pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole. He could explain things in a simple way. He said they see a lot of stage

4 cancers (those turbo cancers use to be rare). Also he said that the vaccine spike is far worse than the Covid virus spike, because you

body clears Covid spikes (on average) within a week, but the vaccine spikes are still found in the body after 3 months, doing damage.

And who know forever. * * * 160 Plus Research Studies Axrm Naturally Acquired Immunity to Covid-19

brownstone.org/articles/research-studies-axrm-naturally-acquired-imm..  * * * Crazy Bill Gates wants to vaccinate’ animals to give them

better genetics - I guess he want you to eat vaccinated meat so you get animal genetics. twitter.com/.../1610190324076265472  * * *

Suicide among ALL Americans is up 30 percent. And it’s even higher for black Americans 55%. www.youtube.com/watch  * * * Under here

I repeat some of yesterday posting, but adjusted.
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* * Vaccine and cancer * * Sudden Death & Turbo Cancers: Canadian Doctors Speak Out: "The tumors are bigger than ever. They

seem to grow and spread very aggressively and to be RESISTANT to treatments.” Also they found stage 4 cancer in 75% of the

tumors. live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/sudden-d..  * * * A recent study con\rm what was aid in

today's article aboput how the vaccine affected the B and T helper cells, but explains in more Part of the immune system are

antibodies called Immunoglobulin G (IgG). IgG1 attacks cancer. However, the vaccine boosters cause IgG1 to change into IgG4,

which promotes cancer.

And also other serious health problems, like autoimmune diseases. They write: "This is why now so many people are experiencing

relapses of cancers previously in remission and rare cancers are appearing as well." A picture say more than 1000 words, so see

Figure 3 for easy understanding: On the left side of the picture at the top, you see IgG1 killing tumor cells, but on the right side, you

see that (due to getting repeated antigen from the vaccine) they have changed into IgG4, which promotes tumor growth.

jessicar.substack.com/.../igg4-and-cancer-a-mechanism-of-action
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"Do MRNA Vaccines Have A Polyethylene Glycol Problem?" asked this article from January 3, 2023

principia-scienti\c.com/do-mrna-vaccines-have-a-polyethylene-glycol-p..  (under are all quotes) A December 2020 article on

Science.org linked life-threatening vaccine reactions to the polyethylene glycol (PEG) in at least eight people, causing Anaphylaxis.

Since then there have been 10,240 reports of anaphylaxis following all COVID-19 vaccines. The process of making the PEG

polymer itself creates byproducts that are known to be toxic to human health.

The worst among these may be 1,4-dioxane, a highly toxic compound that the FDA recognizes as “a potential human carcinogen.”

Several animal studies have shown that mammals intentionally exposed to 1,4-dioxane are at greater risk of cancer and other

health issues and immune disruption. Even tiny amounts of 1,4-dioxane may have negative effects on human health. In Europe it is

only considered safe for cosmetic products that come in contact with the skin at levels lower than ten parts per million.

PEG can also be contaminated with ethylene oxide, which has been found to increase the risk of miscarriage, preterm birth, and

post-term birth. In one particularly worrisome study, published in 2019 in the journal Laboratory Animals, laboratory mice injected

with PEG became so sickly that half of them had to be euthanized. Since the roll-out of the mRNA vaccines, pathologists have

reported seeing a rise in unusually aggressive and fast-growing cancers.
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Interesting References, Pete, Lyn Redwood, President of Children's Health Defense (CHD), "Everyone considering receiving the

P\zer or Moderna COVID vaccine should ask their doctor for a blood test to rule out anti-PEG antibodies before receiving the

vaccine" over concerns that PEG, a compound in the P\zer and Moderna vaccines, may have triggered the allergic reactions in the

US. Anaphylaxis is a severe and life-threatening allergic reaction. According to research published in 2018, there are more than

1,000 products on the market, including pharmaceuticals, processed foods, cosmetics, and disinfectants, that contain PEG. PEG is

also the main ingredient in antifreeze. "Anyone who has had a colonoscopy, depending on what was used to prepare for the

procedure, can have anti-PEG antibodies," Redwood said, because many of these products contain PEG.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-investigates-reactions-p\zer-..  ---
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Yes I read somewhere months ago, vaccines in food etc... being planned so that they can vaccinate populations without them

knowing, this is why food chain labelling right back to the animal (for animals in the UK we have this because we had BSE) or \eld

for veggies and crops is vital.
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PHYSICIAN EXPLAINS HOW TO GET OFF BIG PHARMA’S TOXIC TREADMILL + MOTHER DESCRIBES SON’S SEVERE REACTIONS

TO MIRALAX + MORE The latest episode of CHD.TV’s “The Empower Hour,” host Zen Honeycutt interviewed Carole Grieve of Food

Integrity Now, Anne Williams, R.N., of Parents Against MiraLAX and Dr. Eric Plasker, author of “100 Year Lifestyle,” who discussed

how to get off Big Pharma's toxic treadmill of chemical medications. Plasker, a father and chiropractor, spoke about the

mechanism behind the type of injuries caused by products containing PEG. Plasker also discussed how he believes people have an

innate ability to heal themselves.

“We have an entire healthcare system with the ladder leaning against the wrong wall,” he said. “We are looking outside of

ourselves, outside of our food, outside of our bodies for solutions to cover up symptoms while our bodies get sicker and sicker and

sicker. The reality of it is that we have the best pharmacy in the whole world inside of our bodies.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-empower-zen-honeycutt-carole-g..  (10/18/21)
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ALLERGIC REACTIONS TO THE FIRST COVID-19 VACCINE: A POTENTIAL ROLE OF POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL? Although the trigger

of the adverse allergic reactions suffered by the two NHS workers after receiving the vaccine BNT162b2 against COVID-19 has yet

to be determined, the potential role of the excipient ALC-0159 containing PEG as a high-risk hidden trigger of dangerous allergic

reactions should be carefully considered before advising the administration of BNT162b2 vaccine. However, if hypersensitivity

reactions to PEG and PEG analogous will be ruled out as a reason for the anaphylactic reactions observed, not all patients with

food and drug allergies would have to be advised against BNT162b2 vaccination, but just those allergic to PEG, PEG analogues, or

other excipients.

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../all.14711  (2020) ANTI-PEG IGE IN ANAPHYLAXIS ASSOCIATED WITH POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL The

dual cytometric beads assay described in this report demonstrates that IgE type 1 hypersensitivity is a mechanism of polyethylene

glycolassociated anaphylaxis. This new detection method could be a useful tool both for clinical practice and in screening for

at-risk subjects. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2213219820312319  (2021)
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Already in June of 2022 researchers published in the journal Food and Chemical Toxicology, that the mRNA vaccines interfere with

innate immunity and causes the immune system to let cancer cells grow unchecked by suppressing the type 1 interferon response.

“The mRNA vaccines potentially cause increased risk to infectious diseases and cancer,” the scientists found.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S027869152200206X  * * * So we see to Turbo cancers after the boosters shots. My (Pete) speculation

is that Big Pharma tried to suppress the side effects from the \rst 2 shots, like in_ammation, by adding something to the boosters

to lower the immune system reaction.

However this caused cancer to grow. The boosters were never tested, the CDC didn't a care they were altered and safe. .. * * * Also

interesting in today's Dr. M article, that professor of oncology Dr. Angus Dalgleish said that long-term stress, such as bankruptcy,

divorce, etc. can cause cancer. I heard that years ago from a women who got 3 times breast cancer and survived it, then she had

her breasts removed as precaution. Her doctor said it was a miracle, it's very rare to survive it 3 times. She told me she noticed that

the cancer came after the 3 periods when she had much stress in her life.

Since then, several times I came across a study that con\rm this connection between stress and cancer, for example this study

found that prolonged exposure to work-related stress in men, was linked to an increased likelihood of lung, colon, rectal, and

stomach cancer and non-Hodgkin lymphoma. www.sciencedaily.com/.../170117105044.htm  2017 * SAtress suppresses the

immune system's response to cancer. www.sciencedaily.com/.../171127095000.htm , 2017. * To lower stress helps to survive

cancer, research showed, but I am NOT saying it will help against the Turbo cancers made by vaccines.
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Hi Pete, Will take this as a good sign that Japan's health authorities may be waking up. This video is brief with English subtitles:

JAPAN ORDERS INVESTIGATION INTO COVID VACCINE DEATHS AS MSM ADMIT “THE JABS ARE KILLING US” - -

www.bitchute.com/.../d8tKYbTJre94  - and more "real" information is leaking into mainstream news. Despite all the papers and

theories that got few readers outside of researchers, appears the massively suppressed tide of public information access may be

shifting.
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Thanks Gui, Evee and Rose for responses. Yes Rose, I agree, there is a shift in the media and among medical workers. Soon Twitter

will post about Fauci fraud, and the banned people coming back to Twitter, will drive the shift also. * * * Interesting new video today

by dr Berg about vit. D. Getting enough vit D into cells depends on their vit D receptors. But 30% of the population has a genetic

problem with the vitamin D receptor, meaning they have a dixcult time getting the vitamin D they need. Bile can affect that gene.

Dr. Berg names 20 health conditions directly related to a problem with the vitamin D receptor, including: Autoimmune diseases -

Breast cancer and colon cancer - Dementia - Diabetes - For the other diseases open the description box under the video. Dr. Berg

said: "...certain viruses and other pathogens have a survival mechanism of blocking your vitamin D receptor for their survival,

because they know if that vitamin D goes into that cell they're toast. Also certain cancers have a survival mechanism of

downgrading the vitamin D receptor to make sure you don't get enough.

Because of this huge association between vit. D and the reduction of cancer risk. With a benign (good) tumor you get like a 93%

absorption with that vitamin D receptor, but in a malignant cancer the vitamin D receptor now goes from 93% down to 56%

absorption. So you can see that cancer cell tends to block the absorption of vitamin D.... " What to do about it? See dr Berg

answers this question: www.youtube.com/watch
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" If you are victim of the vaccine, sue your government for \nancial compensation.". The problem is, only a small percentage of

those who sue the government are able to collect the pittance awarded.
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har1272, is true what you say, but victims should work together and join up to be stronger together and reduce costs for lawyer.
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Pete, it's not the lawyers' fees that reduce the amount awarded to the victims, but the amount the government will allow, if they

even allow the claim. My neighbor, an RN, had a mandatory _u shot and the needle hit her in the nerve. She could no longer lift

patients and was on disability for two years. She had major expenses and had to re\nance her home just to live. Her attorney \led

a claim with the government and after all of her expenses just to survive for those two years was offered $26,000. Her attorney

told her she'd be lucky if they even paid it out. Btw, she recommended never getting an injection in the arm because there are so

many nerves in that area. She recommends shots in the behind.
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This crap will never go away. There's only one answer....
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50 million people saw live what ahppened Monday night in the NFL, I was one of them, and I recognized immediately after the only replay

they showed, that is was a "died suddenly" death just seen. This is why not one replay was shown the entire night on MSM until they had

the spin and cover up under way next morning. Hamlin's death, shot the "died suddenly" conspiracy into full blown reality in front of a very

large live audience. There is no way that even half that saw it, buy the spin and cover up. Every single vaccinated NFL player now knows

what killed him. The only two players on the Bills that were not vaccinated were Josh Allen and Cole Beasley. I am quite sure that these

two, are now the advocates on that team to quit further vaccinations. What if we see this again or perhaps in the Super Bowl where as

many as 500 million world wide watch it live??
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I knew I wasn’t losing my mind when I started noticing that friends of mine whose cancers had been in remission before the jab then their

cancers were metastatic. I’ve seen this happen maybe half a dozen times and thought it just had to be associated with the jab.  It’s

hideous what they’re doing.
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yes Sara... and those people told me that the doctor told them their cancer returned because they didn't keep themselves safe, they

caught Covid - after getting the jab. I told them I heard it was because they got the jab and they just starred at me, one said "oh I

don't believe that". Latest thing I've noticed is people with pain in a joint... when tested it is in_ammation, for no reason. One guy is

going in for surgery to remove the in_ammation.... surgery!
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020202, that’s unconscionable. They will take it to their deaths believing they did something, when in reality, it was done to them.

That’s awful. I just learned today someone my husband and I know well has cystic \brosis. It’s odd because he’s 80. I thought it

was generally diagnosed young. Wait, surgery to remove in_ammation? My eyes are wide!
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So those afraid of speaking out lest they lose their livelyhoods are those, who have by default, chose to ultimately live and work in a

tyrannical dystopia lest they lose their livelyhoods. Okay. Good luck to you and yours and everyone and everthing you love that makes

your life and living worthwhile. Has it occurred to you morons that other than social credit, there will be no lively left to your livelyhoods?
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Has it occurred to them that they are maimers and murderers? That is what I tell doctors face to face except they no longer boast

of being doctors. They are now as inconspicuous as IRS employees. Cowards.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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"They are now as inconspicuous as IRS employees. Cowards." Radiologists have been hiding out for a long time. How often do you

ever see/meet the actual radiologist who is poisoning you?
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM
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I thank God, the Creator of heaven and earth and all that there is, that my common sense and knowledge learned in junior high school

kicked in when they rolled out a “vaccine” in a matter of months, when historically it always took 10+ YEARS of trials and testing to get a

vax approved. Come on people, where’s your common sense?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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But, but, but they used warp speed. Anyone who's seen Star Wars can accept the timeline!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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WHAT COMMON SENSE?? Does not exist today.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Common sense is NOT so common anymore.. It's been outlawed..
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Be sure to watch the analysis that Dr.Ryan Cole did on an UNTAINTED blood sample (Del Bigtree's blood) when any of the mRNA kill shot

poison was introduced to it. Go out to the High Wire on Rumble. Dr. Cole said he had never seen anything like this, and said that this

phenomenon needs its own investigation and analysis. The red blood cells pretty much exploded.    

rumble.com/v20bd6i-the-highwires-lab-investigation-of-covid-vaccines.h..
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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When facts change but positions do not, we are not dealing with science or public health or anything rational. We are facing evil. If

someone has a better word for it, I'm open to hearing it, but it's tough to come up with a better description for people in authority

knowingly insisting that people do something that has great potential to injure them.  The stubbornness with which the Covidian cult

clings to its dogma makes the old Moonies look normal. It's been on display again following the collapse of the NFL player with various

doctors rushing to claim that the cause was something that typically effects teenagers and happens in pursuits like martial arts or sports

with projectiles such as hockey or baseball, not football. Maybe 30 people a year die from it, almost all of them under the age of 20.

Compare that to the hundreds of adults, in sports and out, who have died or suffered nasty consequences. Yet, the jab pushers keep

pushing. If that's not evil, what is it?
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As i said in the beginning, I had T-Cell Lymphoma once in 2000, why would I want to go through that again? No jabs of any kind for me,

they are not safe! I have licked lymphoma oncethrough prayer, organic, cutting out all sugar and lived to 82, intend to live as long as

possible.
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Most of us know here. Pharma is predicated on keeping a society sick and creating the need. This article is just another of the obvious. A

healthy society is simply not a good business model. The psychopathic entities (PE) and those they "own" learned this lonnng before

2020. Anyone who thinks these PE's were not aware of just what other human suffering would arise from the injections have not been

paying attention. Deliberate and intentional
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM
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I've heard only one Buffalo Bills football player is unvaxed, although HIPPAA laws are in place. Not only have the players been vaxed and

boosted, Bills fans must prove vax status when entering the stadium. Another crazy and damning law passed by NY. Hamlin was brain

dead for 9-10 minutes. He died twice. They tell us he's improving and needing less 02. The brain and heart are two different systems. He's

only alive through life support. They will lie and control the narrative saying it was a death from a chest blow. LIE! The Jags player who

said all unvaxed should be imprisoned, died on 12/30. Anymore questions?
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"Another crazy and damning law passed by NY." Hochul pochul, you are now all cured.

nypost.com/2022/09/12/gov-kathy-hochul-ends-covid-19-state-of-emergenc..  Also, interesting follow-up forum discussion.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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It seems that people have forgotten the well documented facts that children were the least at risk for covid and it was not necessary to

vaccinate them? Of course any new vaccine is going to be for a variant expired. And then there is the issue of new vaccines being

produced every six months now??? Vaccines are a 7 to 12 year process and most never make it. This is cult phenomena right now plain

and simple that has bragging rights for very shot taken without death. Russian roulette is safer and this is the same thing.
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Rand008
Joined On 1/5/2023 7:13:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its sad so many people are gullible and rush to get vaxx and boosters to help the satanic practices of the likes of Gates Harahi, Fauci and

yet why is no noe being held accountable and imprisoned for crimes against humanity. We the people are Sovereign...NOT THEM!! We

have power over them as they work for us. Who made them Gods to decide who lives who dies. Blessed are You O,God King of the

Universe who dethrones leaders and puts in place yours who are like minded by Faith! The power and might against You and yours will

not prevail for YOU ARE GOD..ALL HONOR AND GLORY TO YOU..AMEN!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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We made them gods simply by not saying or doing anything to stop it. Just as Israel demanded a king, we got what we wanted.

Time for the return and judgement day!
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Tigerpal54
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:10:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember your second interview with Ms. Seneff, where in answer to your query about why athletes were being so affected, she said

that maybe it was due to them having more ACE2 receptors. You're face seemed to brighten at this seeming answer.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM
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We now have a doctor crying after being injured that there was no informed consent.  I am a lay person and I worked out it was shite from

the very beginning and that coercion to keep your job is not informed consent. She didn't speak up for fear of loss of licence even though

she is not young, is famous and could have taken a leave of absence or heaven forbid spoken up from the very beginning rather than

continue to push the stuff. Watch the pushers all run for cover and blame others. What faith can we have in our gps from now on?
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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Authorities my ass. They are psycho-sociopathic agenda-driven criminals that ought to be executed. The nearly incomprehensible

amount of damage, pain, and suffering they have fomented, precipitated, and/or caused. Here is a link that provides an alternative

explanation to "spike proteins" as the culprit. rumble.com/v1xjnf6-covid-is-a-technological-and-biological-weapon-hybr..
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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The President of MD Anderson Cancer Center said in a talk 20 years ago that if you don't have cancer at the age of 60 - you are home

free, the chance of getting cancer before 50 and after 60 is 2%.  And every year the odds get better, until at the age of 90 it's just not

possible. Yes, people die in their 70's (etc.) but that is because they got cancer at 57 and it takes years to kill.
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020202, yes, I believe that used to be the case. De\nitely no longer. I’ve read the same about chronic illnesses. Where I live (Puerto

Rico), I’d say a good 70% have type 2. Many people we know die of cancer around here.  When will people wake up?
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I got it in my 60's due to RoundUp but defeated it in one year thanks to prayer, organics and then keto diet. If people keep eating

processed, GMO foods, they will continue to get cancer and then type 2 diabetes because cancer needs sugar as fuel. It creates

the need for sugar. Ditch the sugar and the cancer dies.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM
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I've been a mostly satis\ed Prime Amazon customer for several years and have ordered my Mercola supplements through Amazon

because of their Prime two day delivery. However, when my last order was delayed for \ve days , and am yet to receive it after now 8 days,

I ordered directly from Mercola. The order arrived today in the a.m. in just two days. Not only that but I received a discount on that order

and a coupon to save $5.00 on my next order over $50.00. When ordering Mercola supplements, I'll know from whom to order in the

future.
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Dordee
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Make it a auto ship and it gets even better. Same for Chewy for my cat's food.
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have allowed this to happen. We being the general public of this country. People in general believe professionals when they tell us

something is so. Even if it is far from the truth. Our entire system is based on what makes money. That system can be a good thing IF and

WHEN it produces life-saving results. More than likely, the system itself will save the patient and bankrupt his or her \nances for years.

The Congress is full of people that are fairly intelligent. Most of which have a degree in law.

No one in the Congress has to pay a dime for medical care. So why did they do that for themselves and not for everyone else? Medicare

typically pays 80%. The bill the patient may have to pay can be the cost of a new car. Typically a new car takes 5 to 7 years to pay off and

average people never own the car but lease it. Along comes an epidemic. So the average resources of an average family can not afford

the fees charged by a hospital and a company of specialists to perhaps or perhaps not save a patient's life.

The real reason is that Congress betrayed everyone they represent. And given the current circumstances, no one is in a position to pay

the bills the medical association has designed all of us to become bankrupt treating most of us even with secondary health insurance.

Near as I can tell, when someone dies, typically it takes more than a year for the doctors involved to get paid. If there is anything left to

pay them with. IF someone came up with an economical treatment for various diseases, these professional crooks would more than likely

cover it up and put a hit on the people that came up with it.

First on that list of diseases is cancer. Second, probably is heart disease. Third or fourth is probably type II diabetes. Using government

medical agencies, the Medical Association can and does suppress anything that provides a reasonably cheap cure for any of these cash

cow diseases. Along comes COVID shots that actually suppress the immune systems of the people
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DJWEBBSR
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Until we correct the situation where these drug companies are legally free to do anything they want . . . Until we correct the

\nancial side of things . . . The crazy thing about what is happening is it is going to bankrupt the entire country. So all that money

they are collecting will be worthless. It will be the same as toilet paper. Meantime, the consequences will put everyone on hard

times. We, as a people, can and will go after the big names involved in all of this. While the drug people behind the scenes likely

will laugh all the way to the bank. For this country to survive, a whole lot of things are going to have to change and change very

soon. No one talks about a very cheap supplement that actually works against heart disease in a number of cases.

It is several hundred years old and well documented. No one talks about why a mask might work against a virus. The only thing is a

question as to what part bacteria plays in the spreading said virus or viruses. Because if the bacteria side carries the virus to

humans, then masks might even work. No one talks about people using plates, silverware, and drinking glasses and what part that

plays in spreading viruses in a home. No one talks about daylight killing viruses. Would daylight actually kill viruses and other

diseases with acquired immunity to antibiotics?

There is substantial circumstantial evidence that people in summer that are active have less viruses. When they go back to school

everything changes. So are we using daylight spectrum lights in the schools? I am no doctor. But I was married for 15 years to a

Registered Nurse. She packed a number of _u-type viruses into our home. Until I took steps to stop the viruses cold. An old

Kentucky woman taught me how to keep it from making us sick. I am a big believer in vitamins that actually work. Nutrition in the

past has made a big difference between living and dying. Doctors often do not believe in vitamins doing anything. I guess it effects

their pocket.
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I look back at the few years prior to my husband dying and I see that every doctor (except the chiropractor) was looking at him with

the question in his head "what can I get off you".... the dentist took advantage of him and two doctors. He couldn't bare thinking

they didn't have his best at heart. But it is so obvious now. A doctor friend told me that doctors make so much money off of getting

someone in the dialysis routine they can retire.
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Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM
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ACE inhibitors upregulate ACE2 receptors. Lisinopril 5x, others a little less. Is that likely to increase risk from spike exposure, from the

virus, or the vax, or shedding? Also, the vax appears to penetrate blood-brain barriers, inducing neurological problems. Does that seem

likely to lead to increases in dementia, especially alzheimers? That might explain some of the bizarre behaviors we've observed.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM
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Repeatedly absurd sounding stories keep coming from the mainstream. A few weeks ago it was that the booster for the new variant was

ready and available now (December 2022) for children 6 months in age on up. But the safety studies for that booster wouldn’t be available

until January 2023. Try rationalizing that one, if you will. Subjecting a brand new, helpless infant to a crazy experiment like that? What is

wrong with people? Before that, there was another booster for a variant that was available for all. But it had only been tested on 8 mice. I

guess the general public fell asleep on that one too - not realizing that those who were accepting the booster were agreeing to be the

other part of the human studies that should have been there in the \rst place.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Dude, with the Emergency Use Authorization Act and the PREP Act, it's the people who play the guinea pigs. The vaccine

industrial complex is a trifecta of CDC, FDA and Congress. Everyone is in bed with Big Pharma to protect the vaccine industry,

while all the major players pocket millions of dollars for their commitment. To prepare for the onslaught of claims they knew would

come from clot victims across the country, the Covid fund put in place signi\cant disclaimers. Dr Jane Ruby says, "I think we \nally

know how all these horrible things are happening with no oversight and no government agency oxcial stopping the killing and

destruction of these bioweapons shots." Dr Jane says: “And what she found is, in my opinion, impressive.

She said, and I quote: 'Many things that were once federal and state crimes and civil rights violations have been made legal by

Congress, through statutory legislative revisions to the United States Code, were signed off by various presidents of the United

States and implemented at the administrative, regulatory level by the Department of Health and Human Services. This was all done

through the Code of Federal Regulations.' forbiddenknowledgetv.net/legal-framework-for-tyranny-with-katherine-wa..  (2022)

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/us-laws-all-secretly-changed-to-enable-mass-g..  (2022)
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dude01
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Thanks GUI. It’s not the least bit surprising that Dr. Jane Ruby is reporting that these once illegal crimes are now totally legal,

thanks to decisions made by greedy and sel\sh members of the US Congress.
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I understand that the emphasis has been placed on the spike protein through the vaccine. But unfortunately even those of us who have

remained unvaccinated (and most everyone who has been vaccinated) have had Covid at least once. So we all have been exposed to this

dangerous spike protein. Has anyone studied the spike protein found in the virus and how it does about the same thing as the spike

protein in the vaccine? Are those of us unvaccinated any better off having also had the spike protein?
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM
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Between Covid and exposure to jabbed people, it looks like we do. Shedding is no joke. We do what we can, you know?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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My understanding (very limited) is the "Spike" is the toxin.  MASSIVE DISCOVERY: Known in 2007: EXPRESSING THE VIRAL SPIKE

PROTEIN ALONE Induces Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress: An Explanation for Emerging Heterogeneous Pathologies

wmcresearch.substack.com/p/massive-discovery-known-in-2007-expressing   ... "I believe we now have a cornerstone piece of

the puzzle as to why SARS-CoV-2 and its Spike Protein induce such a wide array of pathologies. The Spike Protein causes massive

Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) stress and, depending upon the individual, this can manifest in a wide range of diseases."
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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booboo, we who are unvaxxed, but had Covid are still safer. The spike entered our bodies naturally and was attacked by our

immune systems like all colds and _u. Despite the spike being man-made, our bodies got rid of it and most recovered. People

receiving the vaxxes through the bloodstream don't have the normal \rst line of defense. Add to that, there bodies are being forced

to make more and more of these spikes for who knows how long. And adding even more, all the other ingredients in the vaxxes,

some that we don't even know about, and you've got an immune system compromised in multiple ways.
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debbyw, here was a prelim study performed in Germany which found many undisclosed metals in the vax:

www.documentcloud.org/documents/22140176-report-from-working-group-of-..
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SaritaSarah
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bfr27915, most de\nitely not good for us. Spike proteins are responsible for all the SADS, heart attacks, blood clots, cancer in

remission that’s now metastatic and neurological disorders. But that doesn’t mean we would prefer the nano particles. Oy vey,

what a mess!
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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Aww gawd it just gets worse, when will these things be banned.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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It is important to understand that, in most cases, exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 virus does not cause any disease. The same can be true of

many causes - including vaccinations. Disease is an illness intentionally de\ned with a bar high enough to justify approved medical

diagnosis, treatment actions and statistical tracking. Most illnesses and their cures are trivial, and therefore ignored..
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versatile, I thought the verdict was still out on that. I’ve seen articles suggesting a link between Covid and autoimmune disease. I

had Covid last year and soon after was diagnosed with RA. Now whether it was the shingles vaccine (which I stupidly got) or Covid,

Big Pharma did this. I’ll never know, of course.
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SaritaSarah - almost all children exposed to the virus do not get the disease COVID-19. We don't have good data on teen or adult

exposure without disease.
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The same is said for the lifetime retention of gadolinium, a toxic heavy metal used in all MRI contrast. No one is looking, and just

because there is not a diagnosis code for the illnesses/diseases it causes, even a \ve year old knows if you eat poison, it is bad for

you.
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SaritaSarah
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versatile, indeed. The baby/toddler/young adult thing irks me. Why did parents rush to jab their kids when so few were getting it?
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When Dr. Mercola started to put a time limit on the availability of his articles, I've downloaded a few of them that I thought to be especially

important. This one is a keeper.
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I've been doing the same and, yes, even before that in anticipation that they will someday be "wiped" from the internet.
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CMT367
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Mercola has gotten around the time limit. The Jan Jekelik interview with dr. Cole is also on bitchute. See link under the vid
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www.karger.com/.../516276   Just a reminder to all to keep liver enzymes in check with use.
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It is sad that only after Dr. Angus Dalgleish, professor of oncology witnessed himself what the jabs did to healthy people, he changed his

mind. Where are their analytical skills? Nobody pushed that professor to write the article and send it to the paper to be published,

especially as we learned he had doubts from the start. He had to realized that because of his status people would take notice of his

opinion. Why our medical professionals are so low in ethics?
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You are spot on! I've been saying this since a very visible media Doctor u-turned recently. And then you have an Oncologist based

in London. They're happy to push that toxic muck until they or their family members are personally affected. Two words: rats, ship.

One of those Doctors obviously has a media agent / manager who's making great efforts to present that doctor as a virtuous,

saintly clinician. Nowhere do I hear "I'm sorry, I was utterly wrong" for pushing this horri\c medical experiment upon the trusting

masses.

You cannot tell me that these individuals were oblivious to the whispers and mutterings of harm as the "deployment" of those

bioweapons progressed. If I, as an ordinary person, had my ears and brain open enough to listen, then I'm sure they heard and saw

the signs. If this medical horror hadn't touched them or their loved ones, what else would they have supported? Segregation, denial

of medical care, forced jabbings, imprisonments?? I feel revulsion and disgust that these rats are now u-turning without any

apology for their arrogance, ignorance, wilful turning of a blind eye - and the suspicion that the only reason they're \nally speaking

out is to divert blame away from themselves and to cast themselves in a more virtuous light. And I am even more revolted that one

of those rats manoeuvered themselves into a position of being seated next to someone who is impeccable in their credentials,

experience and consistently proven track record of wanting to warn people of the horrors.
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There is the thing of When People Go Through Something Personally, They Then Understand It Perfectly.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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As long as we have the lobbies there will be corruption. The rules of the game have not changed much, in fact they have been

strengthened: in_uence so that the information is the one that adjusts to the pharmaceutical lobby and dictate laws that bene\t

those in power. For this reason, any interest group yearns to hire those who get “results”. People who spend their lives seeking

political rent represent a huge opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to in_uential economic sectors. We know

a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health and it is

where corruption is trapped with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with "vaccines" in the decisions of the

mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all kinds of medicines while alternative

medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.

The big technology companies and the media contribute and drive the advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to

invest and handling billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of

the time sabotage the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of

society.

The lobbies try to in_uence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work consists not so much in

pressing directly, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes the political authorities to be prone to what they they

look for. In short, the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those below to give the money to those above. It is

clear that the way corporations in_uence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health of humanity.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Desmet thinks the loss of ethics is "mass hypnosis". Everybody in my blood kin group (siblings and spouses) are hypnotized and

I'm the LONE deranged "conspiracy theorist". But I've always been interested in "nutrition and natural medicine FIRST". There's

NOTHING natural about mRNA vaccine technology as created by the Big Pharma interests, whom ALL mainstream MDs and allies

are in bed with.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Most doctors are mindful of their patient's individual needs. Everyone is unique in their needs. The problem we have is the

top-down (one size \ts all) structure of our medical system. There has always been some level of corruption, but we now have a

true "pay-to-play" system where those with the most money (large corporations) dictate the outcome of research and treatments.

There is no INCENTIVE for these people to CURE you of anything! We used to have some checks and balances built into the system

called the FDA.

That all fell apart in the 80's under the Reagan Administration when everything surrounding Big Pharma got deregulated. That was

done because the Europeans were BEATING the US in new medical treatments/procedures, and drugs! US citizens could literally

FLY to another country and get meds, treatments, and surgeries that worked without the BS of our system. The outcome of this

deregulation has been the complete takeover of our medical system (government for that matter) by BIG PHARMA!

Everyone with insider connections have made BILLIONS on this takeover. It is so bad now that they have no fear of consequences

anymore. P\zer is the most FINED pharmaceutical company on the planet and yet that is who we trust to make vaccines now.

There's no \ne too large that they can't endure. Just follow the money! I have personal experience in the pay-to-play medical

system. I had Metabolic Syndrome in my mid/late 20's and had a heart attack at age 29 as a result. I got the same old run around:

"CUT OUT ALL FATS, EAT 100% VEGGIES, TAKE FIBER SUPPLEMENTS, TAKE STATINS, TAKE BP meds, do NOT CONSUME

ALCOHOL, EXERCISE MORE, etc." I went as far as having no furniture to sit on (sedentary lifestyle), no TV, working 4 jobs, and

growing ALL my own food just so I could have a heart attack at age 29!

Not until I WALKED AWAY from the medical system and PAY CASH (no insurance) for my services did I make FULL RECOVERY in 8

months with NO MEDS! They only make money if you're sick
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..........continued. I was lucky enough to have experienced my medical propaganda induced health problems when we still had

independent doctors and researchers. When this Big Pharma takeover was happening in the late 80's through the 90's, you still had

doctors around that were once research scientist and they opened their own clinics that specialized in treating speci\c conditions

like High Blood Pressure, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Diabetes, etc. Since I had a metabolic problem (metabolic syndrome), I found a

doctor that specialized in this and had a PhD in it!

Low and behold, NONE, of the treatments and procedures he did were covered under INSURANCE! I had to pay out of pocket! Most

of the work he did wasn't even allowed without special oversight or he could lose his license! One of those was eating meat based

diet for 9 straight months! According to all the experts, this will KILL YOU! Never mid the fact, at the time, there were Inuit Tribes in

Alaska that were going as long as 5 years without any carbohydrates! They were living on diets of nothing but \sh, seal, and

blubber.

Yet, he could not allow this unless I was willing to pay out of pocket for WEEKLY LAB WORK (100% blood work/testing) for

everything. Not once in those 9 months did anything com back abnormal. GO FIGURE! That cost me several thousands of dollars.

Everything we did was 180 degrees opposite of the main-stream medical advice being handed down by or medical system. They

only make money if you are sick! They only cure you if you are willing to PAY CASH and go around the system.
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The medical professionals who are "high in ethics" got \red, sued or had their licenses revoked. They no longer have a voice.
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Gui, I stated several times on this site that LOBBYING = BRIBERY. There is no simpler way to put it. jamNjim, you’re so right. If

you’re sick and have insurance, you are the doctor’s best friend. I once went to see a doctor about an internal issue. My insurance

would not cover it. The doc told me to get my insurance in order and then come back to see him.
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Well, I get both sides here, but people do make mistakes.
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StarPowerVitD
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I’ve been saying this for months now, please learn how to protect yourself and loved ones now! The cancers that result from the covid

vaxxes are incubating and brewing now. Learn how to protect yourself and loved ones from cancer with fenbendazole, a safe,

inexpensive, off patent, otc drug. So far it saved two people (make that THREE) close to me. Read the detailed Case Reports

fenbendazole.substack.com  Breast, colon, prostate, glioma, lung, it doesn’t seem to matter, fenbendazole seems to eradicate them all.

Case Reports in the queue are melanoma, ovarian, breast, myeloma, bladder are the next \ve.
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Thank you for the links on fenbendazole!!! Where can it be purchased?
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At most pet stores. Monitor your liver enzymes if you use it. Precautionary Principle
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Off topic: Has anyone used ivermectin.com or alldaychemist without any issues?  Thanks.
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